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This course presents the principles of project planning and implementation critical to 

forming a profitable and successful new business entity. Business plan development, 

technology transfer, competitive markets, users defining and testing, prototyping, and 

brand development are integrated into student’s design skill set. Students develop 

original design concepts for commercially marketed and sold products, communica-

tions, environments or services. 

PROJECT BRIEF

Introduction

Students will learn to apply the creative process as an equal partner with analytical 

planning practices.

Students will understand design strategy and the concept of feasibility as part of an 

overall business plan.

Students will understand the nature of intellectual property as it pertains to both stimu-

lating and constraining innovation.

Students will understand capital resources as they relate to the di�usion of innovation.

Students will understand the “innovation imperative” and why it is better to venture 

into new domains than to rely on incremental progress.

Course goals

Students will explain the creative process as a method that can be reliably integrated 

into a business culture.

Students will use conceptual models to transform ideas into tangible prototypes that 

demonstrate and foster shared understanding and ownership of those ideas. 

Students will generate a comprehensive product development strategy as a part of an 

overall business plan, including: sources of production, marketing strategies, distribu-

tion channels, and intellectual property issues. 

Students will e�ectively present cases that demonstrate the “innovation imperative” as 

fundamental to the core competencies of successful organizations.

Learning outcomes
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Students will learn to apply the creative process as an equal partner with analytical 

planning practices.

Students will understand design strategy and the concept of feasibility as part of an 

overall business plan.

Students will understand the nature of intellectual property as it pertains to both stimu-
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Part 01: Network Analysis



We began by using contextual design inquiry to research existing Markets and Social 

Systems and knowledge-sharing methods in leading markets. We started with finding 

the segment leaders, market saturation based on type of information sharing, and 

white spaces or market gaps in which opportunities for future networks may exist. 

We then began to identify network leaders in areas with obvious gaps and 

opportunities.

We conducted broad market analysis to begin identifying trends in the culture and 

society. We used various modeling such as mindmaps, 2x2 analysis, also known as 

axis charting, to map quantity versus quality and identify existing trends and gaps in 

markets. We ended the research for this part by using segment matrices to capture 

competitor information.

 PART A- BRIEF 
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BRAINSTORM
Design for relocation in housing

We did a brainstorming session for all the chosen topics we wanted to conduct research 

on. Our three topics were: Housing, Sharing Economy, and Cosmetics.

This mindmap shows di�erent attributes related to the market of housing and possibil-

ities for the area to be selected within the housing market.
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Safety                  

Rules and regulations

Experience 

AR/VR

Sustainable 

Di�iculty in funding

International issues  

Socializing  

Relocation

Geographic location

Culture

EXPOUNDING CONCEPTS
For relocation in housing

A�er the brainstorm session, the next step was to select a concept within Housing. We 

did a activity called 3 stars, 5 dots, where we voted for the most relevant and 

opportunitic areas.

The selected top three topics:

The subordinate topics:
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“Low-cost rental housing also is becoming increasingly hard to find. While renters’ 

median housing costs rose by 11% between 2001 and 2016, their incomes fell by 2%, 

according to Harvard University’s Joint Center for Housing Research.

“Typically, people will rent before they buy. If rents are high and the rental market is 

tight, then it becomes harder for those households to save for a down payment and buy 

a home.

“If we look around the country in some of the high-cost markets along the East Coast 

and West Coast, such as Boston, New York, Washington, D.C., Seattle, San Diego, San 

Francisco, Los Angeles and Portland, Oregon, it has become more challenging for a 

young first-time home buyer Millennial family to be able to a�ord to buy. It’s not to say 

none of them are buying. Certainly some of them are doing very well income-wise and 

can a�ord to buy, but at the margin, it’s become more challenging.”

“The average annual income for a public-housing household is $14,753. Without public 

housing—for which residents pay 30 percent of their incomes, with the federal  

government paying the rest—they would be living in awful substandard private-sector 

homes, paying half or more of their income just to keep a roof over their heads, and 

constantly under the threat of eviction.

SECONDARY RESEARCH
For relocation in housing

Network Analysis & Project Plan 4
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PORTER’S FIVE FORCES
For relocation in housing

high demand of relocation 

uncertainty of demand 

and time location 

high salary for labor force

multiple platform

movers package company

brokers

technology

complexity of relocating process

trust

dominant companies 

in the market 

high investment

process of buying and selling 

is too long settlement

low tax

competition of existing companies

local companies  connections

fierce competition between 

di�erent kind of companies

high investment 

damage or lost goods

many options

urgency of moving 
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2 X 2 MATRIX
For relocation in housing

move buddy

2 men & A truck

Savannah booking

Sea bolt broker

All star moving company 

(local movie company)

trulia

zillow

craiglist

facebook

USPS

budget

uhaul

Fedex

By charting the relationship of relocating in housing industry  and 

stakeholders we discovered opportunity areas.
Expensive

Cheap

inconvenient convenient

move buddy
2 men & A truck

Savannah booking

Sea bolt broker

All star moving 

company 

(local movie company)

trulia
zillow

craiglist facebook

USPS

budget

uhaul

Fedex
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SWOT ANALYSIS
For relocation in housing

STRENGTH WEAKNESS

OPPORTUNITY THREATS

Housing is getting expensive

Safety and security

Impact of climate

Fraud and cheating

Housing bubbles

Investment

HOUSING RELOCATION - SWOT ANALYSIS

Many options to buy or rent

Many platforms to get information 

to buy or rent

Many facilities, amenities, services

Rules and regulations

Relocation ( belongings, social 

connections)

Di�iculty for international people 

Interstate house finding

Renovation and repairment

Government housing policies

New sustainable material
Baby-boomers on the move
People’s economic status
co- housing
Demand is increasing due to immi-
grants
AR show the whole interior
Decreasing housing ownership rate
Lower taxed state
Hospitable location
Cultural gathering

SWOT analysis is a strategic planning technique used to help the research to identify 

strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats related to business competition or 

project planning.
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“The average annual income for a public-housing household is $14,753. Without public 

housing—for which residents pay 30 percent of their incomes, with the federal  

government paying the rest—they would be living in awful substandard private-sector 

homes, paying half or more of their income just to keep a roof over their heads, and 

constantly under the threat of eviction.

BRAINSTORM
Design for sharing economy

This mindmap shows di�erent attributes related to the market of sharing economy and 

possibilities for the area to be selected within the sharing economy market.
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EXPOUNDING CONCEPTS
For sharing economy

Co-creation A�ordable

Collaborative Consumption

Technology                   Crowdfunding

Communication          Partnership

Sustainable                   Payment

Community                   Business-customer

Skill share

Experience

Broker

A�er the brainstorm session, the next step was to select a concept within Sharing 

economy. We did a activity called 3 stars, 5 dots, where we voted for the most relevant 

and opportunitic areas.

The selected top three topics:

The subordinate topics:
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SECONDARY RESEARCH
For relocation in sharing economy

Through interviews with people with disability and care provider, they think sharing 

economy o�ers high quality of service, expanded choice, potentially lower cost and 

convenience, the big issues would be personal safety,disputes between service 

provider and customers, a�ordability, learning curve

“The activities of sharing economy may be separated into two main categories of 

exchange: access over ownership and transfer of ownership.”

“Numerous shared mobility services have emerged, to devote in sustainable mobility”

 competition

copyright

attract new skilled people

quality of skill

collaborate platforms

similar economic model

professional service provider
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PORTER’S FIVE FORCES
For relocation in sharing economy

M E D I U M
INDUSTRY RIVALRY

existing competition

part time employment

long waiting time

low investment

quality of skills

not enough platforms

location 

Technology

artificial intelligence

creative communities

social connections

online tutorial

cheaper labor

workshop

many people have same skills,

high cost of stakeholders

uncertain of service quality

incentives to suppliers

 competition

copyright

attract new skilled people

quality of skill

collaborate platforms

similar economic model

professional service provider
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2 X 2 MATRIX
For skillshare in sharing economy

Accessible

Inaccessible

resourceful non-resourceful

Linked in

Upwork

Fiverr Canva

Craiglist

Rover

Behance

Facebook

Lynda

Vimeo

Instagram

canva

Freelancer

rover

Youtube

craiglist

behancevimeofacebook

lynda

instagram
fiverr

upwork

youtube

linked in

freelancer

workshopsevents

university

Events

Workshops University

By charting the relationship of skill sharing in the sharing economic model  and 

stakeholders we discovered opportunity areas.
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SWOT ANALYSIS
For skillshare in sharing economy

SWOT analysis is a strategic planning technique used to help the research to identify 

strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats related to business competition or 

project planning.

SKILL SHARING IN SHARING ECONOMY - SWOT ANALYSIS

STRENGTH WEAKNESS

OPPORTUNITY THREATS
Plagiarism

Conflicts

Bad reviews / Reputation

Could be personalized

Could be customized

Accessible and reachable

Provide various options

Valued

Flexible

Many stakeholders

Uncertain of quality

Communication issues

Copyright

Accessible location

Payment

Trust

Collaboration

Build community and network

Knowledge

Innovation

Extra income
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BRAINSTORM
Design for cosmetics

This mindmap shows di�erent attributes related to the market of cosmetics and 

possibilities for the area to be selected within the sharing economy market.
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EXPOUNDING CONCEPTS
Packaging for cosmetics

Advertising 

Stores 

Events 

Brand 

Gender

Age

Package

Service

Eco-friendly

A�er the brainstorm session, the next step was to select a concept within Sharing 

economy. We did a activity called 3 stars, 5 dots, where we voted for the most relevant 

and opportunitic areas.

The selected top three topics:

The subordinate topics:
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SECONDARY RESEARCH
Packaging in Cosmetics

The global Cosmetic market is 507.75 billion USD in 2018 and is estimated to reach 

758.45 billion USD by 2025 growing at a rate of 5.9%.

Safety concern : allergy, nausea,

Environment issues: chemical pollution, animal tests, 

non degradable package

Using natural ingredients

Focus target at niche market segment like asian, hispanic

Current Conditions

Marketing Innovation

Use of Information Systems: digital marketing

virtual makeup, rapid promotion

Can not convey color and texture precisely, 

more about driving users to the counter

Product Innovation

Cosmeceuticals: functional ingredients, well-beings

Anti-aging: baby boomer generation, 

Customized Cosmetics: cater to specific ethnic backgrounds

Organic Products

Packaging Innovation

Trends in cosmetics

high competition

dominant companies

existing long term collaboration

product di�erences

brand equity

high quality reqiurement

innovative idea
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PORTER’S FIVE FORCES
For packaging in cosmetics

H I G H
INDUSTRY RIVALRY

industry growth

switch costs

number of competing firms

increased competition

availability of products

brand identity

brand information

maintaining long-term 

profitability

eco-friendly material

ease of substitution

quality depreciation

buyer inclination for 

substitute

more distributors 

similar service

more manufacturers

switching costs of firms in industry

high competition

dominant companies

existing long term collaboration

product di�erences

brand equity

high quality reqiurement

innovative idea
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increased competition

availability of products

brand identity

brand information

maintaining long-term 

profitability

eco-friendly material

ease of substitution

quality depreciation

buyer inclination for 

substitute

2 X 2 MATRIX
Design for cosmetics

Expensive

Cheap

organic non organic

Farmacy

Lush

Estee Lauder Target

Maybelline

Walmart

Body Shop

Macys

Loreal

Mac

Sephora

Nourish

ulta

Origins

estee lauder
farmacy

lush

maybelline

body shop

home remediesUlta

Kiehls Home Remedies

macys

kiehls

sephora

origins
nourish

mac

Loreal

target

walmart

By charting the relationship of packaging in cosmetic companies and stakeholders we 

discovered opportunity areas.
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SWOT ANALYSIS
For packaging in cosmetics

PACKAGING IN COSMETICS - SWOT ANALYSIS
SWOT analysis is a strategic planning technique used to help the research to identify 

strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats related to business competition or 

project planning.
STRENGTH WEAKNESS

OPPORTUNITY THREATS

Copy the design

Many comeptition

Public opinions

Bad reviews

High investment

Easy to deliver

Longtime storage

Brand identification

Sustainable

Non- sustainable

Wastage

Additional cost

Increasing shipping cost

Innovation

New materials

Customized

Limited edition

Eco-friendly
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Marketing Innovation

Use of Information Systems: digital marketing

virtual makeup, rapid promotion

Can not convey color and texture precisely, 

more about driving users to the counter

Product Innovation

Cosmeceuticals: functional ingredients, well-beings

Anti-aging: baby boomer generation, 

Customized Cosmetics: cater to specific ethnic backgrounds

Organic Products

Packaging Innovation

WORKING WALL
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STAKEHOLDER MAP
Packaging in Cosmetics

A�er mapping the stakeholders for packaging in cosmetics we developed relationship 

between them, which helped us understand the opportunity in this particular area.

Network Design Concepts  20



USER GROUPS
Packaging in Cosmetics

Demographics

Occupation

Current Communication
methods

Current Problems

Future Needs

Information Sharing

Service Provider Customer Sustainable 
Manager

Designer

Outsourcing, Manufacturing in house, 
Small business, Large business 

Customer service, 
Salesman, Manufacturer,

Physical meeting space (warehouse, 
retail), Email, Phone call, Text, Website, 
Social media, apps, 

Not enough labor, Low quality service, 
Time issues, high cost of service,
Communication gap

Balance between demand and supply, 
cut cost, achieve sustainable goals, 
brand identification, faster service

Websites, Social media, 
Tv advertisment

Single customer, business customer

Varied

Social media, digital platform, 
reviews, emails

High cost, not enough 
services to recycle, material wastages

Sustainable, innovation, 
Low cost, Product satisfaction

Social media, Calling, 
Website and apps, Word of mouth, 
TV promotion,

Government employer, 
Business employer, 

Varied

Sustainable manager 

No communication methods 

Formal methods incomplete or not 
followed, lack of awareness 

Spread education, innovation new 
materials, awareness with users 

Campaign, events, workshops, 
websites, social media, ads,rules, 
regulation

Creative professional

So�wares, apps, websites, phone calls, 
texts, emails, ads

Copyright of design, emerging trends 
knowledge, brand identification, 

Easier design so�ware, better 
communication with organization, 
collaboration and innovation, 
a platform for only designers to 
share and help

Website, billboards, social media, 
emails calls texts, business cards, 
portfolio, recommendation
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STAKEHOLDER MAP
Relocation in Housing

A�er mapping the stakeholders for relocation in housing we developed relationship 

between them, which helped us understand the opportunity in this particular area.
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Demographics

Occupation

Current Communication
methods

Current Problems

Future Needs

Information Sharing

Housing Provider Relocator Social Network Moving Service 
Provider

Live locally and own house, 
Live outside and own house, 
Live locally but want to move out 

Full time house provider,
House Owner, Part-time house provider, 
Broker, Real estate agent

Broker, Digital Platform, Emails, Calling, 
Social Media

Maintenance of house, 
Legal process, Trust issues

Easy legalizing document, 
Convenient maintenance process, 
Platform to find trusted tenants

Billboard, Website app, 
Newspaper ads, Television

Millennial 22-37, Gen X 38-53

Students, Employed, 
Students and employed

Social media, Emails, 
Phone calling , Audio and video, 
Text messages

Keep contact with old friends, 
Find social network environment, 
Packing and moving, transportation, 
Di�iculty to find roommates

Find quality housing, A�ordable 
house, Simple house, Automatic 
packing, Easy moving process, 
Easy way of buying and selling

Social media, Calling, 
Website and Apps, Word of mouth

Friends, Family, 
Local Neighborhood

Single provider (agent),
Business provider, self movers

Varied 

Social media, Website and Apps, 
Text and Calling 

bad communication, adapt to new 
environment, keep networking, 
neighbor gets disturbed with 
relocators and di�iculty to start 
new relationship with them 

find community with same interest, 
find friendly and adjusting community, 
adaptability to new environment, 
balance of privacy in public 

flyers, social media, website and apps, 
emails calls ,texts, word of mouth

Full time movers, Part time movers,

Own company website, Phone calls, 
Texts, Emails, Apps

Competition, Industry Rivalry, Security 
and Safety, too many expectations 
from clients , fulfilling client need

Better communication to understand 
needs, save time, innovation in the 
industry, more sales of profit

O�icial website, ads, billboards, social 
media, newspaper, emails calls texts

USER GROUPS
Relocation in Housing
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STAKEHOLDER MAP
Skill Share in the Sharing Economy

A�er mapping the stakeholders for skill share in the sharing economy we developed 

relationship between them, which helped us understand the opportunity in this 

particular area.
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Demographics

Occupation

Current Communication
methods

Current Problems

Future Needs

Information Sharing

Service Provider Customer Sustainable 
Manager

Designer

Outsourcing, Manufacturing in house, 
Small business, Large business 

Customer service, 
Salesman, Manufacturer,

Physical meeting space (warehouse, 
retail), Email, Phone call, Text, Website, 
Social media, apps, 

Not enough labor, Low quality service, 
Time issues, high cost of service,
Communication gap

Balance between demand and supply, 
cut cost, achieve sustainable goals, 
brand identification, faster service

Websites, Social media, 
Tv advertisment

Single customer, business customer

Varied

Social media, digital platform, 
reviews, emails

High cost, not enough 
services to recycle, material wastages

Sustainable, innovation, 
Low cost, Product satisfaction

Social media, Calling, 
Website and apps, Word of mouth, 
TV promotion,

Government employer, 
Business employer, 

Varied

Sustainable manager 

No communication methods 

Formal methods incomplete or not 
followed, lack of awareness 

Spread education, innovation new 
materials, awareness with users 

Campaign, events, workshops, 
websites, social media, ads,rules, 
regulation

Creative professional

So�wares, apps, websites, phone calls, 
texts, emails, ads

Copyright of design, emerging trends 
knowledge, brand identification, 

Easier design so�ware, better 
communication with organization, 
collaboration and innovation, 
a platform for only designers to 
share and help

Website, billboards, social media, 
emails calls texts, business cards, 
portfolio, recommendation

USER GROUPS
Skill Share in Sharing Economy 
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Team A�inity 

Clarity of existing 
problem

Market Rivalry &
Competition 

World Impact  

Business Impact 

Accessibility

Relocating in Housing Skill Share Cosmetic Packaging

14 14 13

18 16 12

14 16 10

15 12 17

15 16 11

20 20 12

96 94 75

CONCEPT SELECTION

Clarity of existing problems:  A�er the secondary research, we found the current 

scenario and looked at existing problems and the topic which had the most scope. 

Market rivalry & competition: The competition is medium in the market,  

so we looked at how we could deliver a unique platform and disrupt the 

current market. 

World impact: Everybody urges for a quality and a�ordable housing when they 

relocate. We want to create an impact by understanding the users unarticulated 

needs. 

Business impact: The maturity of business market o�er a lot of opportunities to 

innovate in the existing market segment.

Accessibility: Savannah is a university city and hence we have all 

possible users we can research on. 
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STAKEHOLDER MAP

Advertiser

HOUSE PROVIDER

RELOCATOR

MOVING SERVICE
PROVIDER

FINANCER

SUPPLIER

SOCIAL
NETWORKMAINTENANCE

HOUSE BUILDER
DESIGNER

DIGITAL PLATFORM
DEVELOPER

I want to have more sales/
customers, provide more
resources 

How can I provide better service? 
security, balance between demand 
and supply. 

I want to move fast
settle quickly, �nd 
suitable house 

How to attract 
more buyers

I want to be Top 1 
platform.

I want to make sure the house
is safe, comfortable, well 
designed.

How can I give a 
better investment.

I want to give good
quality and ensure 
long term cooperation

How to �nish 
maintenance fast

How to maintain good
relationship with people
around

STEP 1
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STAKEHOLDER MAP

STEP 2
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As research suggests, every year about 40 million people in the united states 

relocate within the country. This makes about 14 percent of the US population. 

Americans relocate  for various reasons, some of which include employment 

opportunities, better housing and community, climate changes, high tax rates 

and many more. In New Jersey, for instance, family motives loom large. An estimated 

15 percent cited a change in marital status as the reason for leaving -- a higher share 

than any other larger state. However housing and relocating remains a major 

consideration. There are many problems in the process of relocating, some of 

which is finding a new adaptable community, selling and moving larger home  

goods to the new place, trust issues both for providers and for tenants, and many 

such problems. E�orts and various services to help people relocate exist, but there 

are various aspects which come into play with relocation which has not been explored. 

PROBLEM STATEMENT

OPPORTUNITY

CREATIVE BRIEF
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We are interested in targeting relocators, moving service providers, landlords 

and tenants and the movers friends, family and community to understand the 

issues while moving and relocating within the country, for various reasons. 

The targeted demographic would be the millennial and Gen X 

WHO

A system that is accessible, a�ordable, desirable and attainable in helping people 

relocate and enhance their experience in finding a new house & relocating to a 

new community 

 

WHAT

Each year, roughly 40 million Americans, or about 14 percent of the U.S. 

population, move at least once. Much of that movement includes younger people 

relocating within cities, but it is trends of Americans moving to warmer climates, 

more a�ordable areas, and better job opportunities, better housing and 

communities that have largely determined migration patterns in recent decades. 

We want to establish a platform through which we can understand the 

unarticulated needs of the users and enhance their experience of moving

WHAT

Communities within the city of Savannah, Georgia 

 

WHERE
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The secondary research will focus on the market segments and trends in the housing 

industry specifically targeting the relocation housing industry as they relate to the 

existing relocation trend all over the United State of America. 

The primary research will focus on the parameters like problems in relocation, the 

competition of providing suitable and a�ordable housing in the market for the 

relocators, finding new neighborhood and community, the market of the movers and 

packer service providers, selling the old furniture and buying the new one. The 

research methodology used will be flexible using di�erent tools, techniques, 

and strategies to discover the unmet needs from the relocators. 

For a broader reach within the market, methods, like carrying out surveys, doing 

observations and  conducting interviews, can be carried out in the city of Savannah. 

These will help us with a better understanding of the relocating market in Savannah 

and the requirements of the users.

RESEARCH SCOPE
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WORKING WALL



Part 03: Define Network Users



How might we enhance the experience of relocation by 

encouraging collaboration in relocator social circle?

Define network users 32 



Why do we need to provide a better experience of relocation?
Because users are facing challenges in the process of relocation.

Why people are facing challenges in the process of relocation?
Because the process is complex, time and money costing, and also hard to adopt new while maintain existing social circle.

Why is the process complex, time consuming and money costing?
Because users are always trying to packing, moving, relocating by 
themselves.

Why are pacing issues with keeping connection with the old and 
the new social network?
Because it takes too much time and e�ort to meet new people, while main-
taining the existing social circle.

How might we enhance the experience of relocation by encouraging 
collaboration the relocators social circle?

5 WHY’s
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How might we enhance the experience of relocation by 

encouraging collaboration in their social circle?

Create a platform for a Relocator

Build relationships with friends and family to help you move

Utilize friends and family to replace or compete existing Moving Service Provider

Create collaboration to enhance the experience of Relocation in the Social Network

Encourage collaboration between Social Network to enhance experience of relocation

Conducted a group brainstorm session in order to define “How might we” question 

and focus groups desire for solutions.We did a activity of writing “How might we”  

individually within the group and then this is how me grouped and categorized 

the questions:

Key Words

How might we

Relocator Social Network / Circle Collaborate

Enhance Relationship Friends and Family

RelocateMoving To connect
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USER GROUPS
Relocation in Housing

Demographics

Occupation

Current Communication
methods

Current Problems

Future Needs

Information Sharing

Housing Provider Relocator Social Network Moving Service 
Provider

Live locally and own house, 
Live outside and own house, 
Live locally but want to move out 

Full time house provider,
House Owner, Part-time house provider, 
Broker, Real estate agent

Broker, Digital Platform, Emails, Calling, 
Social Media

Maintanence of house, 
Legal process, Trust issues

Easy legalising document, 
Convenient maintanence process, 
Platform to find trusted tenants

Billboard, Website app, 
Newspaper ads, Television

Millennial 22-37, Gen X 38-53

Students, Employed, 
Students and employed

Social media, Emails, 
Phone calling , Audio and video, 
Text messages

Keep contact with old friends, 
Find social network environment, 
Packing and moving, transportation, 
Di�iculty to find roommates

Find quality housing, A�ordable 
house, Simple house, Automatic 
packing, Easy moving process, 
Easy way of buying and selling

Social media, Calling, 
Website and Apps, Word of mouth

Friends, Family, 
Local Neighborhood

Single provider (agent),
Business provider, self movers

Varied 

Social media, Website and Apps, 
Text and Calling 

bad communication, adapt to new 
environment, keep networking, 
neighbor gets disturbed with 
relocators and di�iculty to start 
new relationship with them 

find community with same interest, 
find friendly and adjusting community, 
adaptability to new environment, 
balance of privacy in public 

flyers, social media, website and apps, 
emails calls ,texts, word of mouth

Full time movers, Part time movers,

Own company website, Phone calls, 
Texts, Emails, Apps

Competition, Industry Rivalry, Security 
and Safety, too many expectations 
from clients , fulfilling client need

Better communication to understand 
needs, save time, innovation in the 
industry, more sales of profit

O�icial website, ads, billboards, social 
media, newspaper, emails calls texts
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RE-DEFINING USER GROUPS
Network Users Research

RELOCATOR

SOCIAL NETWORK - EXISTING

MOVING SERVICE PROVIDER

SOCIAL NETWORK - NEW

Limit on budget

Not trusting moving service

The process is too time-costing

Moving is di�icult and messy

Having di�iculties in meeting new people

Need to adjust to new environment

Sudden Cancellation

Competitive Market

Hard to train employee everything 

Miss friends and family

Take e�orts to keep in touch with friends 

and family

Cannot help for far distance

Considered duty to help their friends

Help to build relationships

Want to meet new people

Help for society, Do good things

Help for goodwills

Enjoy Welcome party

Make some extra money

Ways of making new friends

Feels good to help in the community

Feels connected with the community
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We began our network user analysis by discussing the intent of data collection. 
We started with targeting users by creating a survey poll  to get the quantitative data 
for the ideal experience of relocation and ideal experience of relocators community. 

Contiuning with the research we also conducted a cultural probe which involved a 

participatory approach  with the users for prioritizing their needs for the process of 

relocation. We concluded on doing the in-depth interviews by asking the users 

subjective and open ended questions which would allow us to pin-point on the 

intangible needs of the users. We recieved around 150 responses from all over 

United States who are passionate about the relocating process and their 

social network.

PRIMARY RESEARCH

RESEARCH PLAN

USER 
GROUP

Interviews
Cultural probe
Online survey 
questoinnaire
Secondary 
research

Interviews
Cultural probe
Secondary 
research

RELOCATOR MOVING 
SERVICE 
PROVIDER

SOCIAL 
NETWORK - 
EXISTING

SOCIAL 
NETWORK - 
NEW

RESEARCH 
METHODS

Interviews
Cultural probe
Secondary 
research

Interviews
Cultural probe
Online survey 
questoinnaire
Secondary 
research

Qualitative Research
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CULTURAL PROBE
50 Participants

IN-DEPTH INTERVIEWS
12 Participants

ONLINE SURVEYS
75 Participants

RESEARCH OVERVIEW
Total Data Points : 150
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Cultural Probe

60% participants were in the age group of 38-55 years i.e Gen X
40% participants were in the age group of 22-37 years i.e Millennials

Most of the Millennials prefered self driving but taking help for packing either 

from friends or buying packing boxes to pack things.

Most of the Gen X  prefered using moving service provider services to pack and move 

things from one place to other.

Around 45% users they believed in keeping in contact with existing friends and 

family, but they were also interested in making new connections. 

Around 65%  of the users were frustrated with the packing and unpacking of things 

while moving

INSIGHTS

We conducted a cultural probe which involved a participatory approach with the 

users for prioritizing their needs for the process of relocation. 

This research was conducted in Forsyth Park, Lake Mayer Park and near Walmart 

neighborhood.
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CULTURAL PROBE

Gen X, 45-50, IT engineer

Recently they have moved and they 

prioritized for a better community and 

neighborhood to be able to be safe for 

their children.

Gen X, 38, Retail store assistant

She moved to Savannah for a job 

opportunity,but she found it di�icult to 

adjust because of the cultural di�erence.

JOHN AND HEATHER

Millenenial, 28, Student

Full time student but has relocated in 

Savannah in finding for a better house.

Gen X, 48, Uber driver

Has relocated in and around Savannah 

several times.

EBONY

BETH ZIYAN

Insights from Cultural Probe
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Interviews

RELOCATOR
Number of Interviews: 8

SOCIAL NETWORK - EXISTING
Number of Interviews: 3

MOVING SERVICE PROVIDER
Number of Interviews: 4

SOCIAL NETWORK - NEW
Number of interviews: 8
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INTERVIEWS
Insights from in-depth Interviews

Most of time, people are busy, I dont want to bother them

Relocation makes me lose contact with some neighbors

The future of relocation depends on my lifes stage now 
when I’m graduate, I need is my car and clothing to 
relocate

Excited, nervous to come to the new city where I've never 
seen my new apartment”

Moving my stu� was a big part but not as much as getting 
here
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Online Surveys

02 SURVEYS

Ideal experience of relocation as a social community member

   Ideal experience of relocation as a relocator 

19

53
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ONLINE SURVEY 
Insights from surveys conducted online 

62 %

72.5 %

59.6 %

of participants move without any moving services

of participants are willing to spend less than $300 for relocation

of participants think it is hard to say bye to people when 
they are relocating away

When participants are using the moving service, 

they care about price and safety of their belongings the most.
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55.6 %

60%

60%

70%

of participants have helped others relocate

of participants think helping others to move is a good 
chance to strengthen relationship

of participants got the help they received, reverted back 

of participants spend around 5 hours to help relocation

ONLINE SURVEY 
Insights from surveys conducted online 
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Using the user groups we defined in the part B i.e. the network analysis, we were able 

to start. Building empathy maps for four di�erent targeted user groups. Relocators, 

Moving service. Providers, Social network old and new each of them had their own 

defined elements. By mapping what they see, hear, say & do and think & feel we could 

begin to build our insights that could cater them. Part of this process also involved 

a�inity mapping by doing it on the Working walls and clustering the data points for 

each di�erent empathy map

EMPATHY MAP
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RELOCATOR

EMPATHY MAP 
Relocator
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An empathy map is a collaborative tool teams we 

used to gain a deeper insight into their customers. 

Much like a user persona, an empathy map can 

represented a group of users, such as a customer 

segment. 



BIO
I’m starting my master degree in creative writing this year so, and 

so I moved from my place in Charlotte to Savannah. I moved here 

 my own driving all the way and taking the stu� I need because my 

car can not fit everything. So I sold some old stu� and donated as 

well. There are alot of information on housing in facebook page 

and it took me a  while to find the one that  fits my needs the most. 

EXPECTATION
Accessibility and proximity

Emotional support

Friendly community

Age: 27

Gender: Female

Occupation: Graduate Student, Part Time Blogger

Moving Route:  Charlotte - Savannah 

Status: In A Relationship

JESSICA WALKER

GOALS
To save money 

To build a social network

To get a degree and better

Job opportunities

FRUSTRATION
Limited budget

Sell old stu�

Moving process

INDEPENDENT |  AMBITIOUS | OUTGOING

RELOCATOR

The hardest part was 

the transition 

for me while moving 

FEATURE

Income

Available Time

Amount of Belongings

Moving Frequency

Sense of Community
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RELOCATOR

BIO
I move a lot to get better job opportunities like 3-4 times a year 

within U.S. Even though I don’t have much stu�, the packing 

process and unpacking are always annoying and frustrating for 

me. Since I move a lot, I feel it’s di�icult for me to build a long 

term relationship with my friends. But I’m always eager to meet 

with new people and make friends them.

EXPECTATION
More social life

Better job opportunity

Long term relationship

Age: 30

Gender: Male

Occupation: Chartered Accountant, Full time Employee 

Moving Route:  Savannah - New York 

Status: Single

ANDREW SMITH
EXTROVERT | FUN LOVING | EMOTIONAL 

GOALS  
To ease the whole self 

moving process 

Better quality of life

Build social network

Limited budget

Get rid of old stu�

No knowledge of the 

new place

For me packing 

was nerve racking 

and frustrating 

FEATURE

Income

Available Time

Amount of Belongings

Moving Frequency

Sense of Community

FRUSTRATION
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Using the user groups we defined in the part B i.e. the network analysis, we were able 

to start. Building empathy maps for four di�erent targeted user groups. Relocators, 

Moving service. Providers, Social network old and new each of them had their own 

defined elements. By mapping what they see, hear, say & do and think & feel we could 

begin to build our insights that could cater them. Part of this process also involved 

a�inity mapping by doing it on the Working walls and clustering the data points for 

each di�erent empathy map

RELOCATOR

BIO
When I first came here, I felt that the culture here is quite di�erent 

from where I from and it took me sometime to adjust to the new 

environment. And I’m in the middle age, I think I look like a spring 

chicken but I have to admit I’m no longer that energic so I use a 

moving service to help me move here. That’s pretty fast and conve-

nient, given the service they provided, I think the price is reasonable. 

I drive back my hometown 3 times a year to enjoy the food and meet 

my friends and family. 

EXPECTATION
Accessibility and Proximity

Good Neighborhood

Friendly Social Circle

Get Organized and Well Planned

Age: 46

Gender: Female

Occupation: Lawyer, Full time Employee 

Moving Route:  Detroit--Savannah 

Status: Married

KIMBERLY PHILLIPS
FOOD LOVER | STRAIGHT FORWARD | FRIENDLY 

GOALS
To relocate conveniently 

To live in a good 

neighborhood

To maintain contact with 

friends and family back home

FRUSTRATION
Cultural di�erence. 

Can not do things by herself 

Misses family and food

I look like a 

spring chicken, 

but I’m not one 

FEATURE

Income

Available Time

Amount of Belongings

Moving Frequency

Sense of Community
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EMPATHY MAP 
Moving Servie Provider 

MOVING 
SERVICE 

PROVIDER
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An empathy map is a collaborative tool teams we 

used to gain a deeper insight into their customers. 

Much like a user persona, an empathy map can 

represented a group of users, such as a customer 

segment. 



MOVING SERVICE PROVIDER

BIO
I am doing my MFA program in SCAD and this is my third year here. I 

want to do something when I’m free and also earn some extra 

money, I just don’t like the feeling that I have nothing to do. So usual-

ly I help students move when they need and most of time they are 

girls. I charge $30/hr for them and provide cars ang moving service. 

This job is tired and tough, so I think there are about 10 students 

providing the same service. To me, it’s not a competitive market here

EXPECTATION
Make new friends. 

Better quality of life 

Getting help from friends.

Age: 26

Gender: Male

Occupation: Student, Part Time Moving Service Provider 

Status: Single

MATTHEW JONES 
HARD WORKING | FRIENDLY | TRUSTWORTHY 

”

”GOALS   

To subsidize the cost of his car

Earn extra money to pay for 

living expense. 

To help more students and 

make friends.

FRUSTRATION
Time management. 

Unguaranteed safety.

Feels tired a�er moving.

 I want to do 
something in my 
free time and 
subsidized the 
cost of my car 

FEATURE

Income

Available Time

Service Frequency 
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MOVING SERVICE PROVIDER

BIO
Our company has expanded to many cities and provided millions 

of moving service in these years. But the market is getting more 

competitive nowadays since the rise of more moving companies 

and self moving service. So our focus now is to select better 

employees and train them well to provide a unique service for our 

customers. We hope to turn regular customers into loyal custom-

ers and build a long term relationship with them.

EXPECTATION
Have trusted and trained employees.

Larger market share

Provide a unique service

Good customer feedback

Age: 49

Gender: Female

Occupation: Manager, Moving Service Company

Status: Married

MEGAN GREY 
PLEASANT | ORGANISED | RESPONSIBLE 

GOALS
Build long term commitment 

with customers 

Be competitive in the market 

Provide better service

FRUSTRATION
Competition. 

Security issues 

Sudden cancellation.

Incomprehensive training.

We are striving 
hard to keep our
company the Top 
1 in the U.S and 
maintain our 
good reputation 

FEATURE

Income

Available Time

Service Frequency 
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MOVING SERVICE PROVIDER

BIO
I work for a famous moving company in the U.S for 3 

years. BeforeI start my job, I get properly training like how to secure 

the safety of customers’ belongings and how to move e�iciently. I 

want to do my job perfectly and do as much as I can to meet my 

customer’s expectations. Hopefully, I can get a promotion this year or 

maybe next year so that I can earn more money to support my family 

and live a better life.

EXPECTATION
Good salary 

No complaints 

Flexible work time

Age: 49

Gender: Female

Occupation: Manager, Moving Service Company

Status: Married

JOHN SCOTT
RESPONSIBLE | ENERGETIC | POLITE

”

”GOALS
To earn money

Customer satisfaction 

Promotion

FRUSTRATION
Problems in communication 

Tiring job 

Weather / climate impact

 

FEATURE

Income

Available Time

Service Frequency 

Work is very 
Tiring. But I enjoy 
the feeling when 
my customer 
needs me, and 
when I get paid 
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NEW - SOCIAL 
COMMUNITY

EMPATHY MAP 
Social Community- New
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Much like a user persona, an empathy map can 

represented a group of users, such as a customer 
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NEW - SOCIAL COMMUNITY

BIO
I work at a so�ware company for 8 years and I work pretty hard 

everyday because I like my job, I like programming and coding, 

debugging. To me, it’s everything and I spend most of my time 

on it so I usually have less chance to socialize with other people. 

Also, I’m not that kind of outgoing person that likes to talk 

everyone. I stay at home do some cooking and reading a�er my 

work. I want to build some relationship with my neighbors and 

help them if they ask since I don’t have much friends to socialize, 

my neighbors are the most accessible one that I get

EXPECTATION
Good salary 

No complaints 

Flexible work time

Age: 34

Gender: Male

Occupation: IT Engineer 

Status: Married

ZACH THOMAS
AMBIVERT | PRAGMATIC | ORGANIZED

GOALS
Be able to experience a 

quiet and peaceful at home

To have a helpful and 

approachable neighborhood

Build stronger social circle

FRUSTRATION
Constantly changing neighbors 

Less opportunity to socialize

No time to workout

 

FEATURE

Income

Available Time

Willigness to help 

I usually just say hi 
to my neighbor, if I 
run into them

Sense of Community
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NEW - SOCIAL COMMUNITY

BIO
People are my inspiration. I enjoy talking to people and get to 

know them. Recently, I found a new roommate for my house. 

He is currently trying to move in and settle down. I am still in the 

process of getting to know him. I showed him a few nice cafes in 

the neighborhood. I helped him moving in and unpacking some 

of his boxes for kitchen. However, he still have some luggage in the 

shared space that is opened. I cannot stand disordered things, and 

the noise of unpacking at night. Moreover, I would like to be more 

socialized and meet more people. I feel this will help me with my 

work, and also enrich my spare time

EXPECTATION
Clean roommate

Good communications

Maintain privacy

Fast settlement for roommate

Age: 32

Gender: Male

Occupation: Retail store assistant

Status: Single

BENJAMIN BUSH
METICULOUS | ORGANIZED | ENTHUSIASTIC

”

”GOALS
Know the new roommate

Get along with roommate

Opportunity to socialize

Balance between privacy 

and socializing

FRUSTRATION
Noise from moving in

Unpacked luggage in 

common space

Clashing of routines

Sharing common space

 

FEATURE

Income

Available Time

Willigness to help 

By helping my 
new roommate 
move in, I got to 
know him better  

Sense of Community
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EMPATHY MAP 
Social Community- Existing

OLD - SOCIAL 
COMMUNITY
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EXISTING - SOCIAL COMMUNITY

BIO
I am currently a full-time undergraduate student who is going to 

graduate soon. I enjoy having a lot of friends and meeting new 

people. Whenever my friends need helps, I am always willing help. 

Recently I helped my classmate Kiki moved into her new apartment. 

It was fun and also tiring. I really think we become closer friends a�er 

this moving. I talk with her more and we go out more. However, it is 

hard for me to balance school work and social life. I feel I spend too 

much time on socializing and helping others. And also, too many 

friends need me, I couldn’t fulfill them all. I don’t want to lose any of 

my friends.

EXPECTATION
Clean roommate

Good communications

Maintain privacy

Fast settlement for roommate

Age: 23

Gender: Female

Occupation: Student

Status: Single

DAISY FORD
EXTROVERT | FUN LOVING | CONFIDENT

”

”GOALS
Strengthen the social circle

Meet new people and 

make new friends

Enjoy the teenage time

FRUSTRATION
Trust issue

Time management

Too many friends ask for help

 

FEATURE

Income

Available Time

Willigness to help 

It  makes our 
relationship much 
closer, and I like 
the moment when 
we pack together.  

Sense of Community
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EXISTING - SOCIAL COMMUNITY

BIO
I have three children. One is already at work. The other two are still 

in undergraduate school. I also work as a manager for a cloth 

store. It is very hard to balance family and work. I love my children 

and I also enjoy my job. I always want to be supportive whenever 

my children needs me. Moreover, I feel it’s my duty to help my 

children to move. I care the time and e�ort that I spend on them

EXPECTATION
Children be more independent 

and become ambitious

A loving family

Age: 51

Gender: Female

Occupation: Clothing Store Manager

Status: Single Mother

MARY JONES
MATURE | ORGANIZED | CARING

”

”GOALS
Raise my child by teaching 

good learnings

Be supportive for right things

FRUSTRATION
Balanced time between 

work and family

Miss my children

 

FEATURE

Income

Available Time

Willigness to help 

I feel it’s my duty 
to be supportive and 
help my daughter 
settle down in her 
new college dorm   

Sense of Community
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helping for 
goodwill

help for 
society, do 
good things

help from 
house owner/
provider

Collaborative 
helps from 
friends to 
move 

help with 
Packing

more 
Convenient 
service for u-
haul

easy to move 
with less 
things 

careful 
handling by 
movers of 
customers 
belongings

Live close 
with friends

help to build 
relationship

help to build 
relationship

ways of 
making old 
friends

feels good to 
help in the 
Community

Feel 
connected 
with new 
community

Helping 
community 
with their 
needs

make some 
money when 
help

more business

I can earn 
some money 
to subsidize 
the cost of my 
car

make some 
money when 
help

rewards: 
party, lunch

Welcome 
party and 
homecoming 
party

limit for 
budget

customer's 
pain points

sudden 
cancellation

competitive 
market

hard to build 
long term 
commitment 
of customers

not trusted 
moving 
service

bad 
experience 
with moving 
service

Tired to drive 
all day

Feel tired of 
the moving

don't like 
Packing/
moving ups 
and downs

takes too 
long for pack, 
load, unload

moving is 
difficult and 
messy

difficulty in 
initiating new 
friends

having 
difficulties in 
meeting new 
people

something can 
not be 
trained

Fluctuate 
demand and 
environment

considered 
duty to help 
their friends

need to think 
to help those 
who don't 
know very 
well

need time to 
adjust to new 
environment

moving is 
challenging. 
To leave and 
adjust to new

time 
consuming to 
negotiate 
with broker

take effort to 
keep in touch 
with f&f

missing 
friends and 
family

Connect people 
emotionally by 
offering help 
for relocation

Enhancing and 
building 
relationship 
with relocation

Contribute to 
the community

Earn money 
through 
relocation

Close proximity 
with social circle

Move with more 
convenience, 
care, less effort 

Do good work 
for society

Collaborate 
with friends

Help from 
trusted source

Celebrate and 
have fun

Less time for 
negotiating 
process

Easy way to 
keep in touch 
with old social 
circle

Convenient 
ways and 
convenient ways 
for moving

Help in an 
alternative way

Being able to 
say “No”

Enabling to 
adjust to the 
new 
environment 
quickly and 
easily

Availability of 
flexible options

Enable resting 
options

Disrupt existing 
market

Provide 
trustworthy 
options

Enhance moving 
service 
experience

Offer 
affordable 
options for 
moving service

Improve 
cancellation 
policy

Empathy 
touchpoint

Active/
encourage 
socializing

VALUE PROPOSITION CANVAS

The Value Proposition Canvas is a tool 

which helped us ensure that a product 

or service is positioned around what 

the customer values and needs. The 

Value Proposition Canvas was 

initially developed by Dr Alexander 

Osterwalder as a framework to ensure 

that there is a �t between the product 

and market. 
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VALUE PROPOSITION 
STATEMENT

FOR

WHO

WE DO THIS BY

UNLIKE

Relocators and their existing and future social circle

 

are facing challenges in the relocation process including moving, adapting to the 

new and maintaining connection with their existing social circle.

and (our) concept will enhance the process of relocation and encourage social 

networking

providing a collaborative platform that is accessible, convenient and a�ordable

existing moving service companies and social media apps and (our) platform is 

unique as it benefits users by providing an emotional connect in the 

process of relocation and building up their social network
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PART 04: Competitor Research and Analysis
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Life storage

Pods
U-Haul

Relocator

Moving

Social

Existing Social
Circle

New Social
Circle

Roommate

whatsapp

facebook

Community

Blake

Hue

Heron

Family
whatsapp

facebook
skype Friends

Close 

friends
Social friends

snapchat

bumbletinderfacebook

skype

Neighbor

instagram

New friends

bumble
tinder

whatsapp

facebook

New neighbors whatsapp

instagram

facebook

Roommate

facebookColleagues

Linkedin

Classmate

SCAD portal

New community

Blake

Hue

Heron

Google maps

Zillow
Trulia

Apartment �nder

Recreation

Entertainment

IMAX

Netflix

Spotify

National park

Resting
Starbucks

Marriot
Airbnb

Eating

SubwayHouse

Texas road
Mcdonalds

IHOP

Self moving
Self packing

Self driving

U-Haul

Walmart

Target

Amazon

Home depot

Zipcars

enterprise

Shell

Budget car and truck 
rental

Local

All star

Moving service

Savannah moving

Non local

Two men and a truck Move buddy

Packing and unpacking

Moving
Storage

Loading and unploading

Self driving

Delivery company

Paid driver

Pods

U-Haul

U-pack

BRAINSTORMING
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ACCESSIBLITY 

EMOTIONAL CONNECTION

2X2 MATRIX

ADAPTATION

EMOTIONAL CONNECTION
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COST / BUSINESS 

AFFORDABILITY

EMOTIONAL CONNECTION

ENGAGEMENT

EMOTIONAL CONNECTION

2X2 MATRIX
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COMPETITORS
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YELP
Defining the competitors 

Yelp was founded in 2004 to help people find great local businesses for eating, 

shopping and drinking. Yelp had a monthly average of 33 million visitors who 

visited Yelp via the Yelp app and 69 million unique visitors who visited Yelp via 

mobile web in 2018.
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YELP
Financial Analysis  

Yelp has identified a detailed path toward long-term shareholder value by delivering 

long-term double-digit revenue growth, drive margin expansion and optimizing cost 

structure, and has accelerated strategies through e�ective partnerships. Yelp has 

zero-debt as well as ample cash to cover its near-term commitments. 

Current stock value: 40.060.00 (0.00%) 
At close: April 30 4:01PM EDT

Net income: 55,350
Total revenue: 942,773
Gross profit: 884,901.
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KEY PARTNERS KEY ACTIVITIES

KEY RESOURCES

VALUE PROPOSITION CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS

CHANNELS

CUSTOMER SEGMENTS

COST STRUCTURE REVENUES

Content Creators

Complementary local service 

platform e.g 

 Grubhub  

Other tech companies

Other Partners:

Search Engines 

Government  

Crowd- sourced review

Customer Experience

Sell  ads and products 

Grow the platform 

 partnerships

 acquisitions 

 new products

Quality content 

Communities 

Brand 

Technology 

Employees 

Partnerships 

For small businesses: 
Additional revenues

Advertising  

Listings and promotion

Special o�ers, gi� vouchers, 

Transaction: delivery and  

reservations

For content creators: 
Engagement and fun 

Social exchange and recognition 

For users: 
Discovery 

More choices at lower risks

O�ers, discounts and vouchers 

Active communication 

Responsive

Provide transparency 

Manage brand image 

Build community

Provide quality feedback 

and reviews 

Yelp app 

Webpages (by segment) 

Facebook pages (by city)

Twitter 

Emails,  noti�cations 

Local businesses: 
Categorized by:

 location  

 price category 

 opening hours 

 meal type 

 other features 

Users: 
Categorized by: 

 demographics 

 frequent locations 

 interests 

 expenditure

Sales 

Marketing and Advertising 

Product development 

General and administration 

Cost of revenue 

Cost of tax  

By product: 
From Ads 

From transaction  

By vertical: 
Home and local services 

Restaurants 

Beauty and �tness

Health 

Shopping 

Other  

Business Model Canvas - Yelp
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WEAKNESS

OPPORTUNITY

STRENGTHS

YELP - SWOT ANALYSIS

Strong market leadership, 

Wide geographic serice providing 

Larger user network 

Compatible with all devices 

Easy interface to use 

High amount and local patnership 

Real and trust worthy reviews and feedback 

from local customers

Low profitability 

International market 

Low on R & D investement 

Relies on internet search engines 

Non- Guranteed quality of content

Market Expansion 

New Product and Services

New Technology 

Build Customer Loyalty 

Mobile transaction through Yelp 

Increasing Competition 

Websites scraping without permissions 

Scam Review 

Rely on 3rd party service providers

THREATS

SWOT ANALYSIS
Analyzing Yelp with Swot Matrix

SWOT analysis is a strategic planning technique used 

to help the research to identify strengths, weaknesses, 

opportunities, and threats related to business 

competition or project planning.
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When I moved to the new place, Yelp helped 
me with what’s the best restaurants there, 
and local services I needed. It helped me a 
lot with transitioning

JESSICA WALKER
INDEPENDENT |  AMBITIOUS | OUTGOING

RELOCATOR MOVING SERVICE PROVIDER

MEGAN GREY 
PLEASANT | ORGANISED | RESPONSIBLE 

Moving service company manage. Besides our 
o�icial website, we also use Yelp to advertise 
our service and let more people know about us.

PERSONAS 
Personas quotes of using competitors platform
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U-HAUL
Defining the competitors 

Since 1945, U-Haul has been serving do-it-yourself service. Today, U-Haul customers' 

patronage has enabled the company to maintain the largest rental fleet in the 

do-it-yourself moving industry which includes trucks, trailers and towing devices. 

U-Haul also o�ers self-storage throughout North America. The Company provides 

industry leading moving and storage boxes and an extended line of packing supplies to 

protect customer possessions. The Company supplies alternative-fuel for vehicles and 

backyard grills as one of the nation’s largest retailers of propane
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U-HAUL
Financial Analysis  

The long-term success of U-Haul depends on their ability to integrate corporate sustain-

ability and citizenship into our core business. This company was founded on the funda-

mental philosophy that, the division of use and specialization of 

ownership was good for both our customers and the environment. The net income 

increased by collecting 21% commission of gross sales.

Current stock value: 373.17 
At close: April 30 4:01PM EDT

Net income: 790,583
Total revenue: 3,601,114
Gross profit: 1,112,152.
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Business Model Canvas - Yelp

KEY PARTNERS KEY ACTIVITIES

KEY RESOURCES

VALUE PROPOSITION CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS

CHANNELS

CUSTOMER SEGMENTS

COST STRUCTURE REVENUES

Truck manufacturers

Moving materials suppliers 

(box,

packaging)

Insurance company 

Storage container manufac-

turers

Local moving support service

Local dealers

Wyndham Hotels

Provide a moving vehicle

Provide any additional moving 

supplies needed

Provide self storage

O�er local moving support

Pay for insurance

Retail  propane

Vehicles and accessories

Propane 

Storage containers

Human resource

Online platform

Physical store

Moving Materials,  Brand

Provide “do it yourself ” 

moving experience by rent-

ing vehicles, storage con-

tainers and moving materi-

als for customers.

Sharing rental facilities to 

better util ize earth’s 

resources and contribute to 

sustainability.

Personal assistance

Customized requirement

Self-service

Web

Truck decal

E-mail

Social media

Blog

Billboard

Business:

local dealers

small business companies

Individual user

Renters (truck, stoage)

Buyer

Rental fees

Sales (truck, accessories, propane, moving materials)

Dealership fees

Marketing and Sales 

Cost of Revenue 

 Platform maintenance and technologies

 Workforce

 Vehicles maintenance and repairment

 Customer service

Research and development
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WEAKNESS

OPPORTUNITY

STRENGTHS

UHAUL - SWOT ANALYSIS

Cost Advantage 

Asset Advantage 

Online Growth 

Loyal Customers 

Market Share Leadership 

Reputation 

Strong Brand Equity  

Bad Communication Service

Diseconomics to scale 

Low Market share 

Weak Management Team 

Damage 

Ubox- suspectable to changes in temperature 

Acquisition 

Emerging Markets and Expansion Globally 

Easy Interface 

Automation Operations 

Create one platform that reviews everything 

 

Competition 

Economic Slowdown 

External Changes ( Govt, Taxes, Politics) 

Lower Cost Competitiors 

Import Business 

Low Cost do it yourself Options   

THREATS

SWOT ANALYSIS
Analyzing U-Haul with Swot Matrix

SWOT analysis is a strategic planning technique used 

to help the research to identify strengths, weaknesses, 

opportunities, and threats related to business 

competition or project planning.
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As I provide a part time moving service to my 
clients, sometimes there is a lot of things to 
move. So I have use the U-haul service to 
rent a truck for the client to deliver their lug-
gage to place. I think it was workable idea 

I am working at U-Haul as a manager and so 
far it is a really good experience. However, I am 
striving hard to create a better management 
overall between employees and the customers 
because I feel that the market has tough 
competitors.

PERSONAS 
Personas quotes of using competitors platform

MOVING SERVICE PROVIDER

MATTHEW JONES 
HARD WORKING | FRIENDLY | TRUSTWORTHY PLEASANT | ORGANISED | RESPONSIBLE 

MOVING SERVICE PROVIDER

JOHN SCOTT
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U-HAUL
Defining the competitors 

Trulia believes that when it comes to finding a home that is  outside the front door is 

just as important as what is behind it. That is why they go beyond the typical listings, 

by sourcing insights straight from locals and o�ering over 34 neighborhood map

overlays, to give people a deeper understanding of what living in a home and neighbor-

hood is really like. They are committed to help users discover a place where they will 

love to live and where they will feel more connected to the community and to each 

other. This is why Trulia strives every day to help build a more neighborly world.
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TRULIA
Financial Analysis  

The online real-estate marketplace provides details on property listings nationwide 

that consumers can view free of charge. It also o�ers real-estate professionals the 

opportunity to promote their businesses on its website and mobile apps for monthly 

subscription fees. Trulia last year posted annual revenue of $68.1 million, a 77% jump 

from 2011. A�er months of speculation, investigation, and consternation, Zillow (Z) and 

Trulia (TRLA) are now one and the same. Zillow’s acquisition of Trulia is complete. As 

part of the deal, the two companies formed a new company, Zillow Group, which will 

continue trading under Zillow’s current stock symbol, Z.

Current stock value: 33.40 
At close: April 30 4:01PM EDT

Net income: -119,858
Total revenue: 1,333,554
Gross profit: 1,179,964
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Business Model Canvas - Yelp

KEY PARTNERS KEY ACTIVITIES

KEY RESOURCES

VALUE PROPOSITION CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS

CHANNELS

CUSTOMER SEGMENTS

COST STRUCTURE REVENUES

Real estate professionals

Property owner

Advertisers

Open street map

Crime report

List housing info (buy, rent, 

mortgage)

Marketing and developing

Advertising

Management

Software developing

Database

Human resource

Online platform

Software and techonology

Provide unique home search 

experience for customers 

and help real estate profes-

sionals build their business

Provide interior and local 

context for users,  allow 

them to know the real envi-

ronment and neighborhood.

Online service

Customized requirement

Self-service

Automation

Community

Web, app

E-mail

Social media

Blog

Home buyers, sellers

Home owner

Renter

Real estate professionals

Cost of Revenue

 Human resource

 Customer service

 Platform maintenance and techonologies development

Marketing and development

Advertising

Subscription- real eatate professionals
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WEAKNESS

OPPORTUNITY

STRENGTHS

TRULIA - SWOT ANALYSIS

Large, Continue updated, searchable engines 

Trustworthy social recommendations 

Local content ( Crime, school) 

Accessible 

High Demand Market 

Low Brand Awareness 

International Market 

Relying on Internet Search Engines 

Seasonal Customer Relationship 

Non- Guranteed value or Credibility Info

Innovation for Product and Services 

Build Loyalty Relationships with Real Estate 

professionals, advertisers and customers 

New Technology 

 

Profits rely on Advertisment and real estate 

professionals 

Information source rely on real estate 

professionals

High competitive market  

THREATS

SWOT ANALYSIS
Analyzing Trulia with Swot Matrix

SWOT analysis is a strategic planning technique used 

to help the research to identify strengths, weaknesses, 

opportunities, and threats related to business 

competition or project planning.
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PERSONAS 
Personas quotes of using competitors platform

RELOCATOR

KIMBERLY PHILLIPS
FOOD LOVER | STRAIGHT FORWARD | FRIENDLY 

Trulia for me is quite useful. It helped me
a lot when I was looking for a place to 
move in that I have no knowledge of
 during relocation

As a source to find a house, it is good. 
However, I feel the information about 
community overview is too general and 
less trustworthy.

NEW - SOCIAL COMMUNITY

ZACH THOMAS
AMBIVERT | PRAGMATIC | ORGANIZED
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Complementary local service

Trustworthy content

Crowd-sourced information sharing

Personalized and exclusive categories

Easy and quick way to discover 

Local community

Self-service

Comprehensive overview of community

Lack of engagement

Partnership

Good marketing and brand presence 

Accessibility to various geographical locations

Accessibility to physical and digital platform

A�ordable price options

Multi-sided business 

Sustainable sharing economy 

INSIGHTS
Important insights from the analysis 
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Complementary local service
Trustworthy content
Crowd-sourced information sharing
Personalized and exclusive categories
Easy and quick way to discover 
Local community

Self-service
Comprehensive overview of community
Lack of engagement
Partnership
Good marketing and brand presence 

Accessibility to various geographical locations
Accessibility to physical and digital platform
A�ordable price options
Multi-sided business 
Sustainable sharing economy 

Self-service
Engaging services
(Busniess -> Customer）
(Customer->Customer)
Trustworthy content
A�ordable options
High accessibility
Crowd-sourced information of community
Mutually-beneficial co-operation/partnership

Limit on budget
Time consuming to negotiate with broker
Not trusting moving service
Bad experience with moving service
More business
Need to adjust to new environment
Sudden Cancellation
Help from house owner/provider
Collaborative helps from friends and family
Help for goodwill
Helping community with their needs
Make some extra money
Rewards party,welcome party and lunch

 

Possible factors of success

Pains and gains



WORKING WALL



Part 05: Business Model Generation



We used ZAG’s “17-Step Process” to answer questions about our network. Based on our 

research and observations of current market businesses, we created a business model 

canvas for our chosen network. We focused on defining the nine building blocks to 

create one large-scale business model for our network.

We created a detailed SWOT analysis of our business model. Identified the strengths 

and benefits the business model had at its disposal. Assessed the weaknesses that 

could potentially be harmful to the network in both the short term and the long term. 

Formed a strategy to use network strengths to their fullest potential by adjusting the 

business model and showing how it can be adjusted to minimize weaknesses.

BRIEF STATEMENT
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CREATIVE MATRIX WORKSHOP
5 E’S (Entice, Enter, Engage, Exit and Extend)

We carried out the process by placing out main personas on this chart of  5E’s i.e 

Entice, Enter, Engage, Exit and Extend. 

A�er many rounds of ideation, we voted for the most ideal solutions to be generated..
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5 E’s
Initial ideas a�er ideation

ENTICE ENTER ENGAGE EXIT EXTEND

subscription of service

new nights out food/ 

drink/ friends

have a road trip with 

family

customize for trip 

and moving

flash event/ 

promotion

collaboration with exist-

ing platform

new nights out food/ 

drink/ friends

network selection

crowd funding

engage in multisens-

ory experience while 

relocating

get care package 

delivered to your door, 

new place, make a list of 

nostalgia memory

common interest

learn about 

community

big sale for old stu� that 

is no longer needed

Engagement level growth 

between users or 

between user and plat-

congrats! 

collaboration made

ways to reward your 

friend. e.g: she has 

helped you move twice, 

send a gi�/

invite to dinner/say 

personalized journey 

map

blogs help new 

relocators get info about 

the community
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ENTICE ENTER ENGAGE EXIT EXTEND

subscription of service

new nights out food/ drink/ 

friends

have a road trip with family

customize for trip 

and moving

flash event/ 

promotion

collaboration with existing 

platform

new nights out food/ drink/ 

friends

network selection

crowd funding

engage in 

multisensory experience 

while 

get care package 

delivered to your door, new 

place, make a list of 

nostalgia memory

common interest

learn about 

community

big sale for old stu� that is 

no longer needed

Engagement level growth 

between users or between 

user and platform

congrats! 

collaboration made

ways to reward your friend. 

e.g: she has helped you 

move twice ,send a 

gi�/invite to dinner/say 

something

personalized journey map

blogs help new 

relocators get info about 

the community

5 E’S
Reframed 5 E’s
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PRIORITY MATRIX
Reframed 5 E’s

Learning about Community

Network Selection

New Nights Out (Food/ Drink/ Friends)

Big sale for old stu� that is 
no longer needed.
Flash Event / Promotion

Engagement Level Growth between 
Users or between User and Platform

Engage in 
Multisensory Experience 
while Relocating

Get Care Package 
Delivered to Your Door, 
New Place, Make a List 
of Nostalgia Memory

Customize for Trip 
and Moving

Have a Road Trip 
with Family

STRATEGIC INITIATIVESLUXURIOUS

QUICK WINS
DOGS

Crowd-Funding

Subscription of Service

Personalized Journey Map

Collaboration with Existing Platform

Blogs help new relocators get 
info about the community.

We also did the di�iculty/impact evaluation matrix to consider our strategic initiatives, 

luxury, quick wins and dogs to make our business model canvas successful. This helped 

us prioritize the ideas in di�erent parameters, which in turn helped us placing it in 

SWOT and Business Model Canvas

Di�iculty

Impact
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BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS
Initial business model canvas

KEY PARTNERS KEY ACTIVITIES

KEY RESOURCES

VALUE PROPOSITION CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS

CHANNELS

CUSTOMER SEGMENTS

COST STRUCTURE REVENUES

Moving Service Provider

Local Business

Social Networking Platform 

(yelp, groupon)

Social Media (Facebook, 

Instagram, whatsapp)

Local Market Place

Provide Platform for 

Collaboration in relocating

Build Engaging Service (B2C/C2C)

Develop and Maintain 

Platform

Provide Social Networking and 

communication

Partner with Local Business  

Quality content 

Communities 

Brand 

Technology 

Employees 

Partnerships 

provide collaboration for 

relocator and existing and 

future social circle

provide emotional connection 

and engagement

B2C:

Relocator

 Millenials

 Genx X

Social circle

 New social circle

     Existing social circle

  

  
B2B: 
Local business

Cost of Revenue

Advertisement

Marketing

R&D

Human Resource

Technology  

Crowd Funding

Partnership

Ads

Service Fees

Product Sales   

Build Community

Co-Creation

Customer Service

Self-Sevice

Automation

Review and Feedback 

App 

Websites 

Email

Physical events

Word of Mouth 

Social Media 
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BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS
Reframed business model canvas

KEY PARTNERS KEY ACTIVITIES

KEY RESOURCES

VALUE PROPOSITION CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS

CHANNELS

CUSTOMER SEGMENTS

COST STRUCTURE REVENUES

Moving Service Provider

Local Business

E-commerce platform (Groupon)

Social Media ( Yelp, Facebook, 

Instagram, whatsapp)

Local Market Place

Provide Platform for 

Collaboration in relocating

Build Engaging Service 

Platorm (B2C/C2C)

Develop and Maintain Platform 

Provide Social Network and 

Communication Channel

Partner with Local Business

Collect and present review and 

feeback

Continuous innovations

Brand Developing

Acquire investment  

Platform

Brand

Communities  

Technology

Human Resources 

 

For  relocators and their social 
circle
Who are  facing challenges in the 
relocation process, including 
adapting to the new environment 
and connecting with exsiting and 
new social circle.
Our concept will  enhance process 
of relocation and encourage 
social networking
We do this by  providing an 
engaging and collaborative 
platform that is accessible and 
a�ordable
Unlike  existing moving service 
and social media companies
Our  platform is uique as it 
beni�ts users by providing an 
emotional connection in the 
process of relocation while 
building up social circle

App 

Websites 

Email

Physical events

Word of Mouth 

Social Media 

 

 

B2C:
Relocator
 Millenials
 Genx X
Social circle
 New social circle
     Existing social circle

  
  B2B:  

Local business

Cost of Revenue
Advertisement
Marketing
R&D
Human Resource
Technology  

Crowd Funding
Partnership
Ads
Subscribe fees
Service Fees
Product Sales   

Build Community

Co-Creation

Customer Service

Self-Sevice

Automation

Review and Feedback 

Partnerships

Financial Resources
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SWOT ANALYSIS
For Business Model Canvas

WEAKNESS

OPPORTUNITY

STRENGTHS

SWOT ANALYSIS

Engaging Interaction

Facilitate Collaboration

Emotional Support and Connection

Unique Brand

Crowd Source Information 

Sense of Belonging

Community

Non-Professional Help

Low Investment 

Time Comsuming

Uncertainty Factors of Community

Low Switch Cost for Consumer

Personalized Care Package

Personalized Footprint Journey Map

Crowd Funding

Continued Innovation

Seamless Experience

Expansion(Age, Geographic, 

Physical Moving)

People su�ering from Social Anxiety 

Netflix & TV

Other Social Media Platforms

Scam Info

Similar Services (u-haul, yelp, trulia)

Partnership with Local Business

THREATS

As part of the business model canvas, we also took into consideration of SWOT 

analysis, so that we could maximize strengths and minimize weaknesses and build 

these elements into the very fabric of our business. 
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ZAG 17 STEPS
The strategy to create high performance brands

1 2

3 4 5

WHO ARE YOU?

6 7

We are a collaborative 

community for relocator 

and their social circle

WHAT DO YOU DO?

We provide an engaging and 

collaborative platform that 

is accessible and a�ordable

A loving and joyful 

relocation process

WHAT’S YOUR VISION?

Collaboration and Co-cre-

ation, Crowd-sourcing, 

Sharing 

Economy, Emotion Intelli-

WHAT WAVE ARE YOU 
RIDING?

Traditional Moving 

Company(U-Haul), Social 

Media (Facebook ), 

Crowd-Souring platform 

(Yelp)

WHO SHARES THE 
BRANDSPACE?

WHAT MAKES YOU THE 
“ONLY” ?

We are the only platform 

that benefits user by provid-

ing an emotional connec-

tion in the process of reloca-

tion, while building up their 

social circle 

WHAT SHOULD YOU 
ADD OR SUBTRACT?

Add: Accessibility to both 

physical and digital plat-

forms, Partnership with 

local businesses.

ZAG  is the Number-One Strategy of High-Performance Brands, by Marty Neumeier. 

In this process,  the brand developers are challenged to evaluate how their business 

models are deviating from the norm to create “zag” 

Using this process, we have created a 17-step process model that speaks about 

our CORE community. It helped us outline our approach and shaped our direction.
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11 12

13 14 15 16 17

A community that supports 

relocator by creating joyful 

experience of relocation

HOW DO YOU SPREAD 
THE WORD?

Using things like social 

media, word of mouth, 

flash/ 

promotional events, o�ers, 

subscription, business 

partners, advertisements

Digital platform, physical 

platform or connect 

through Social Media

HOW DO PEOPLE 
ENGAGE WITH YOU?

A sense of community, 

support, a sense of belong-

ing, easy/smooth transition, 

joyful relocation 

WHAT DO THEY 
EXPERIENCE?

By being unique, providing 

quality and seamless expe-

rience, gaining trust from 

branding, continuous inno-

vation, accessibility, 

a sense of belonging 

HOW DO YOU EARN 
THEIR LOYALTY?

HOW DO YOU EXTEND 
YOUR SUCCESS?

Product sales moving sup-

plies, artifacts of memories, 

footprint journey maps, 

expand globally,  

HOW DO YOU PROTECT 
YOUR PORTFOLIO?

By keeping the idea innova-

tive, commitment towards 

the community, continuous 

innovation, provide quality 

and seamless experience. 

HOW DO YOU EXPLAIN 
YOURSELF?

8 9 10

Relocators and social circle 

who are facing challenges 

in the relocation process, 

adapting to new environ-

ment and connecting with 

existing and new social 

circle.

WHO LOVES YOU?

People with Social anxiety, 

TV and Netflix

WHO’S THE ENEMY?

CORE

COllaborate + RElocate

WHAT DO THEY CALL 
YOU?

ZAG 17 STEPS
The strategy to create high performance brands
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WORKING WALL



PART 06: Documenting Users 
PART 07: Prototyping Brand and Development



Help from social circle-pack,move, drive, load

Build relationship

Move with more convenience

People with common interest

Emotional support

Careful moving

Easy transition

Memories from old place

Want to know new/local community

Ways of making new friends

Ways to maintain relationship

Trust

A�ordability

Close Proximity

Flexible Options

Connect to local

Plan relocation

Connect People and Match People according to Preference

Physical Events, Chatbox

Collaborate with Moving Service

Customer Profile

Get Existing Friends/ Family to Help

Collaborate with Moving Service

Care Package, Memory Box

Crowd Source Info about Local Community

Common Schedule, Meetups, Gi�ing

ID Verification, Reviews and Feedback, Ratings and Comments

Choosing Area to Live in by Looking into Map

Connect Feature, Customer Profile

Plan Itinerary, Road Map

Ways of making new friends

Earn money/party/rewards

Help for goodwill

Socialize

Want to know new relocator

Trust

Alternate help

Community events

Cancellation

Earn money/do business

Profile match, Alert/ Notification when new people come in

Reward feature

Collect Points Badge,Improve Profile/Ratings

Meetups, events

Meet up, chatbox

ID Verification, Reviews and Feedback, Ratings and Comments

Alternate feature

5 chances to cancel

$ feature

Want to o�er help to move

Ways of maintain relationship

Goodbye party/reward

List Help They Can O�er, 

Sending Gi�, Memory Gi�, Postcards,Common Schedule,meetup

Plan a Goodbye Party for Friends

What does relocator want? What does new community want?

What does existing community want?

BRAINSTORMING
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WOW Factor

Good UX

Basic

Assumptions
Collaborate with 
Moving Service

Road Trip with Family
Multi-Sensory Experience While 
Relocating

Plan Itinerary
Sending Gift, Memory Gift, 
Postcards
Plan a Goodbye Party for Friends
Crowd-Funding
Moving Sale

5 Chances to Cancel
Common Schedule

Chatbox
Ratings and Comments
ID Veri�cation
Blogs Share Info about Local 
Community

Subscription Fee
Connect People and Match 
People according to Preference
List Help They Can O�er

Show Engagement Level
Collect Points Badge
Alternative Help
Choosing Area to Live in by 
Looking into Map
Improve Profile/Ratings
Crowd Source Info

Customer Pro�le
Pro�le Match

Collaborative Help
Flash/Promotion Event
Reward: Money/Party
Alert/ Notification when new 
people come in
Care Package
Postcard

Connect Feature, 
Get Existing Friends/ Family to 
Help
Physical Events

WONT COULD SHOULD MUST

PRIORITY MATRIX
Prioritizing features for the final solution
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PRODUCT VISION BOARD
Prioritizing features for the final solution

TARGET NEEDS PRODUCT BUSINESS GOALS

Relocator

Community

Relocator &
Community

Get help for relocation

Get empathetic and emotional 
relocation service

Connect with the community

Expensive relocation
Facing issues in adapting to the 
community

Digital platform Local service connections

Engagement

Rewarding

RELOCATOR COMMUNITY

Contribute To Building 

Social Network

Help And Social Connection

Create collaboration and social connection in 
the community

Core creates a unique value by creating a collaborative and engaging platform 
for relocators to have a joyful relocation process and also o�ers the community 
opportunity to contribute in this process.

Vision : For relocators who are facing challenges in the relocation process and 
For the community who are looking for the opportunity to o�er help.
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His roommate 
recommends 
him to use Core 
for socialising 
and helping 
neighbors

Will you get 
reward by 
recommending 
core to your 
friend

We  will 
encourage our 
users to 
recommend by 
reward

Maybe show a 
few success 
moving 
experience

The helper info 
will be checked, 
ID, credit

What customer 
will reward, 
their info

Get to know 
each other 
more thru 
chatting

See customers’ 
info in their 
profile

Have a 
cancellation 
policy that 
would not harm 
both sides

Collect points 
a�er each help

Discuss party 
details in our 
platform

Suggest 
meeting place

A few weeks 
later, our 
platform 
suggest them 
to meet again

Our platform 
should be 
accessible

He can do other 
work, platform 
will notify him.

Maybe he can 
have multiple 
options and 
have a calendar

He should 
follow some 
rules for 
cancellation

Need to make 
sure safety

A chance to 
know more 
people and 
socialize 

Is our app ios or 
android

What info will 
you see

Will the helper 
info be verified? 
How 

What can he do 
while waiting?

What info will 
he see? How to 
choose

Why he choose 
this person to 
help

Does he need 
to bring 
boxes, tape

What if he 
needs to cancel

Where to meet? A chance to 
introduce the 
relocator to 
the new 
community

He downloads 
the App

He explores the 
app and find it 
interested

Make his profile 
by filling in his 
informations

Few days later 
he receives 
several helping 
requests

He looks through 
the relocators 
profile and their 
requirements 

Choose one 
relocator

Chat with the 
relocator 
through chat 
box on Core for 
more detailds

Receive a 
reminder from 
Core for the 
moving date

Come to the 
meeting place 
and move

Relocator send 
party invitation 
and Ben 
accepted

Go to party and 
enjor the time

Go home and 
give 5 stars

USER JOURNEYS
Defining the competitors 

People is his inspiration. He enjoys talking to people and get to know them. Recently, he found a new 
roommate. He is currently trying to move in and settle down. He is still in the process of getting to know 
him. He showed him a few nice cafes in the neighborhood. He helped him moving in and unpacking 
some of his boxes for kitchen. However, he still have some luggage in the shared space that is opened. 
Moreover, I would like to be more socialized and meet more people. He feel this will help me with his 
work, and also enrich my spare time

Persona: Benjamin Bush
New Community, 
Retail Store Assistant

Goal: Want to find opportunity to socialize and meet new people.
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Connect People and Match People according to Preference

Physical Events, Chatbox

Collaborate with Moving Service

Customer Profile

Get Existing Friends/ Family to Help

Collaborate with Moving Service

Care Package, Memory Box

Crowd Source Info about Local Community

Common Schedule, Meetups, Gi�ing

ID Verification, Reviews and Feedback, Ratings and Comments

Choosing Area to Live in by Looking into Map

Connect Feature, Customer Profile

Plan Itinerary, Road Map

Browsed and 
saw an ad 
about ‘core’ 

She 
downloaded  
the App

She browsed 
the app.

What will she 
see first?

We want a 
seamless 
experience for 
easy browsing

Collaborate 
with designers 
to show brand 
identity, info

We partner with 
facebook, Ins

Connect her 
with moving 
service provider

Give option of 
helping date

Generate list 
based on her 
requirement

Send help 
request

Notify thru chat 
box and alert

Sort by 
distance, price, 

Send help 
request

Both helpers 
and users 
would get 
notified 

We will show 
comments 
about the 
helper

We will show 
personalized 
info about 
helper

Schedule 
reminder 
before the 
helping day

She gives stars 
and comments

Core wallet More ideas on 
how she will 
reward

Discuss on chat 
box and set 
reminder 

Upload selfies 
on core 
platform

Pay on core Show 
collaboration 
level 
completed

We will ask 
users to fill in 
forms about 
date,duration, 
and location

We want to 
match people 
from the same 
community

Have more 
customized 
service, match 
your profile

Core may 
suggest her to 
send more than 
3 request

How will she 
communicate 
with Tim

We will show 
comments 
about the 
helper

We should 
make sure the 
safety for both 
sides

Make it 
a�ordable for 
both. $15

What needs to 
be filled in? 

In what order 
will the helper’s 
info be 
presented

Why does she 
want to create 
a profile?

How fast will 
she get a 
response?

How will she 
get notifica-
tion?

What are the 
content in the 
profile?

How will she 
communicate 
with Tim

She paid on 
personal 
account or 
Venmo?

Will she rate or 
comment?

Customize 
requirement 
info fill in and 
search

Browsed and 
selected 
helpers from 
suggest list

Complete 
profile online

Send help 
request on 
platform

Get response 
from 2 helpers

Review their 
profile

Select one 
‘Tim’and 
confirm the 
schedule

Met ‘Tim’ and 
get the work 
done together

She paid the 
helper on core 

She rated 5 
stars and leave 
a comment

She is  starting her master degree in creative writing this year so I moved from my place in Charlotte to 
Savannah. She moved by herself, drove all the way and taking the stu�. So she sold some old stu� and 
donated as well. There are tons of housing information in facebook page and it took me awhile to find 
out the one fit my needs the most.

Goal: Want to find helps to load boxes and luggages to her vehicle.

Persona: Jessica Walker
Relocator, Blogger
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Know core from 
chatting with 
store custom-
ers

Download the 
app and learn 
our service

What info 
triggers her to 
download our 
app?

How will she 
search for her 
daughter’s 
community

What kind of 
info will be 
presented for 
this community

Where she will 
find the list of 
recommenda-
tion?

How will she 
choose

Show info like 
safety, crime 
rates, 

Maybe it could 
show percent-
age of recom-
mendation 
from local ppl.

Send help 
request

Voucher can be 
saved on core

How can the 
voucher be 
protected

Maybe her 
daughter can 
send a request 
to her mom

How will the 
voucher be 
used by local 
business

She may be 
able to ask her 
daughter to 
choose on Core

Maybe have 
more way show 
her daughter 
enjoying

Can she 
customize the 
voucher

How to send 
the voucher

How will the 
daughter know 
she get a gi�

When will she 
get a thank you 
reply

What is this 
review about?

She wants to 
know info 
about her 
daughter’s 
community

She will see 
events, local 
environ, 
restaurant

Her daughter 
favorite.

It will be sent 
on platform, / 
email, text 
messages

A�er her 
daughter 
receive the 
voucher

It delights her 
mom

It will be good 
to know how 
they feel about 
core and local 
restaurant, in 
turn helps us to 
improve

Search for her 
daughter’s 
community

She learned 
more about the 
community

Find a list of 
recommended 
place to eat and 
gi�ing 

She choose one 
most popular

Buy a voucher 
on core 
platform

Send the 
voucher to her 
daughter

Daughter gets a 
notification 

Mom receives 
thank you from 
daughter and 
core

Mom receives 
selfie from 
daughter eating 
thru core

She paid the 
helper on core 

She rated 5 
stars and leave 
a comment

Persona: Mary Jones
Old community, Clothing Store Manager

I have three children. One is already at work. The other two are still in undergraduate school. I also 
work as a manager for a cloth store. It is very hard to balance family and work. I love my children and I 
also enjoy my job. I always want to be supportive whenever my children needs me. Moreover, I feel it’s 
my duty to help my children to move. I care the time and e�ort that I spend on them.

Goal: To provide emotional support to her daughter, who has just moved. 
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INFORMATION ARCHITECTURE FLOWCHART

To ensure that our users are able to reach their goals with a minimum number of 
steps, we created an information architecture to understand the structure of the 
content that would be easily adaptable and would allow the users to finish all the 
steps seamlessly

App tutorials in 3 slides

Landing page

Sign up / Sign in / Skip

Help
Ask Questions

Give help Get help

Beni�
Events

Community

Local Cafe
Restaurant

Relocator Pay on Core
(Money / voucher)

Form

Sign In Sign In

Form Send Request

Get request Get Accept Message

Choose & Accept

Auto message sent to relocator

Meet up

Comfirm task complete on Core

Core pays the helper

Receive Feedback and Review options

Zip code search

Community Info Page

Basic Info
Safey zone

Groceries
Fitness Blogs

Event info

Choose join or leave
(Group Option)

Save to Calender

Meet up

Add friend on Core

Gi�s

Post CardLocal Cafe
Restaurant

Search Bar

Percentage of 
recommendation 

From Local residents

Search Bar Customize

Pre-made 
postcard

(Cities, Thank you...)

Upload Picture

Wite messages

Restaurant Info

Options of Vouchers

Pay on Core

Receive Vouchers

Save for me Send to Friend

Friend Received

Sent Thank-you Card on Core

Profile

Foot Print MapBasic Info SettingsWallet

Current City 
Community 

Name

Sex

Profile Picture

Characteristic

Hometown

Occupation

Contact US

FAQ

Rating
&

Review

Memory Board 
for each pin

Core 
Money

Vouchers

Security

Privacy

Payment setting 

Feedback Survey

Log out
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LOW FIDELITY PROTOTYPE
First Dra� of  App Prototype 

PROFILE

We are focusing on helping 

people to save more time in 

the process by simplifying the 

process. The main content is 

reduced to the important pages 

and the user can do the process 

in few minutes. 

Introduction to the App

Profile
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Find Help
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Give Help

Community
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Gi�ing
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DANNIS SABASTIAN JUAN

USER TESTING

User testing lead us to discover problems with the flow and functioning of the 
app. It also helped us increase empathy with our users. Prompts were given to 
the subject and observations were made about the result. We also asked and 
fielded questions for immediate feedback and problem solving. If possible, quick 
adjustments were done to test added or adjusted features
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“I would like to 
see a list and 
chose who 
should help me” 

“The community 
option is too 
confusing. I would 
use what I am 
already using  ” 

“I feel like these are 
twoapps in one. It is 
confusing.Find help to 
relocate is nice and 
innovative.I would 
use that ”
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From the beginning we were focused on the process of relocation through 
collaboration. The logo is designed such as it give you idea of how collaboration can be 
achieved while relocation. As we all know the meaning of ‘Core’ the
 central or most important part of something, so we wanted to keep it fun loving and 
adaptive and the color of the brand depicts the happiness in the process of relocation 
achieved a�er using Core. 

CORE
Collaborate. Relocate

COLLABORATE . RELOCATE
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BRAND PROTOTYPE
Building the Brand

Collaborative

Personal

Trusted

Social

Connected

Inviting

Customized requests

User friendly

Verified users

Encourages physical socializing

Connects people emotionally 

Expand social network 

Trust

Sense of community

Sense of belongings

Empathetic relocation service

Connect relocator with community

Personalized service from helper 

User’s time is valuable

Make relocation process joyful

Creating emotional and physical supports 

for relocator 

Collaborative relocation

Social

Fun-loving

Adaptive

Helpful

diverse

ATTRIBUTES

FUNCTIONAL BENEFITS

EMOTIONAL BENEFITS

VALUES

PERSONALITY

BRAND 
ESSENCE
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Persona: Jessica Walker
Relocator, Blogger

I think moving all by myself is miserable

A�er looking at the community section, I might prefer 
to walk around and know the community better

I feel it’s a win-win thing for both relocator and helper

I may not necessarily give gi�s to the ones I miss

It feels much better to have someone 
with me while doing heavy li�ing

Why would I rate a party which has already happened?

The introduction to app is not 
necessary as it confuses me to 
because there are a lot of 
options to look for

It’s popped up on social media

I saw its advertisement on blogs/Articles

I download the app to check if it’s 
service make sense to me

I decided to give a try of this platform because 
their app looks professional

I enjoy talking to di�erent people 
and meeting new people

I have heard my neighbors talks about it.

Lot of options on one single app to use for

Not necessarily will use the community button the CORE app

Get to know more people who live nearby

Be able to share the pressure of relocation with someone else

See Hear

Think and feel

Say and do

Pains Gains

From the beginning we were focused on the 
process of relocation through collaboration. The logo 
is designed such as it give you idea of how 
collaboration can be achieved while relocation. 

As we all know the meaning of ‘Core’ the
 central or most important part of something, so 
we wanted to keep it fun loving and adaptive and the 
color of the brand depicts the happiness in the pro-
cess of relocation achieved a�er using Core. 

EMPATHY MAP
Empathy Map with Personas
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Persona: Benjamin Bush
New Community, Retail store assistant 

I think it is a good way to meet people

It’s always hard for me to become initiativer I think I need to practice my social skill

I feel it’s a good way to earn extra money

I saw several requests in my 
inbox.

I could see other helper’s price and bio, 
which inspires me

I see the value of becoming a helper

I tell my friends about Core.

I become friend with my last client, Tinal

I enjoy listen to relocate story

I heard my roommates talk about it. 

I need to know ahead of my schedule and put “available” on Core

I feels bad when I decline people

My social skill is improving. 

My social circle got enlarged. 

See Hear

Think and feel

Pains Gains

Say and do

I learn insights and life experience from the experience. 

My roommates said that he met a lawyer on 
Core who gives him free consulting for 30 mins

EMPATHY MAP
Empathy Map with Personas

We re-created empathy maps to synthesize all the 
di�erent things we had observed, heard, 
and read about the users while using and a�er using 
our app. While we were brainstorming about their 
user experiences, we could see new insights 
abouttheir current obstacles and needs emerging. 
It allowed us to stay grounded and in the minds of 
our users.
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LOW FIDELITY PROTOTYPE-2
Second Dra� of  App Prototype 
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LOW FIDELITY PROTOTYPE-2
Second Dra� of  App Prototype 
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VALUE PROPOSITION
Final Value Proposition for Core

help for 
society, do 
good things

Collaborative 

mov  

help with 
Packing

more 
Convenient 
service for u-
haul

careful 
handling by 
movers of 
customers 
belongings

ways of 
making  
friends

Feel 
connected 

community

make some 
money when 
help

Welcome 
party and 
homecoming 
party

bad 
experience 
with moving 
service

takes too 
long for pack, 
load, unload

moving is 
difficult and 
messy

having 
difficulties in 
meeting new 
people

moving is 
challenging. 
To leave and 
adjust to new

Connect people 
emotionally by 
offering help 
for relocation

Enhancing and 
building 
relationship 
with relocation

Contribute to 
the community

Earn money
 

through 
relocation

Close proximity 
with social circle

Move with more 
convenience, 
care, less effort 

Do good work 
for society

Collaborate 
with 

friends

Help from 
trusted source

Celebrate and 
have fun

convenient ways 

for moving

Help in an 
alternative way

Being able to 
say “No”

Enabling to 
adjust to the 
new 
environment 
quickly and 
easily

Availability of 
flexible options

Disrupt existing 
market

Provide 
trustworthy 

Enhance moving 
service 
experience

Offer 
affordable 
options for 
moving service

Empathy 
touchpoint

Active/
encourage 
socializing

VALUE PROPOSITION CANVAS

FEATURE

”

30

need time to 
adjust to new 
environment

don't like 

moving ups 
Packing/

and downs

Welcome 
party and 
homecoming 
party

COLLABORATE . RELOCATE
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BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS
Final Business Model Canvas for Core

KEY PARTNERS KEY ACTIVITIES

KEY RESOURCES

VALUE PROPOSITION CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS

CHANNELS

CUSTOMER SEGMENTS

COST STRUCTURE REVENUES

Social media (Face-book,

Instragram, Google)

Local businesses

E-commerce platform (Groupon)

Payment partners (Apple pay,

Visa)

Provide Platform for 

Collaboration in relocating

Build Engaging Service 

Platorm (B2C/C2C)

Develop and Maintain Platform 

Provide Social Network and 

Communication Channel

Partner with Local Business

Collect and present review and feeback

Continuous innovations

Brand Developing

Acquire investment  

Platform

Brand

Communities  

Technology

Human Resources 

 

For  relocators 
Who are  facing challenges in the
relocation process and For  the 
community Who are  looking for 
the opportunity to o�er help.
Our  concept will  enhance the 
process of relocation and
encourage collaboration in the 
community
We do this by providing an 
engaging platform that is
user-friendly, accessible and 
a�ordable
Unlike  traditional moving 
service companies and social
media Our  platform is unique as 
it bene�ts users by providing
empathetic and emotional 
relocation service whilebuilding 
a sense community and 
belonging

CORE App

Email

Physical events

Word of Mouth

Social Media 

 

 

Cost of Revenue
Advertisement
Marketing
R&D
Human Resource
Technology  

Partnership
Ads
Service fees
Product sales   

Build Community

Co-Creation

Customer Service

Partnerships

Financial Resources

Core helpers

 

Relocator 

Community
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Jessica’s user journey before using Core
We gained a better understanding of the customer’s insights . Analyzed the value we 
bring to our users and defined the components of the social network..

Jessica buys 
boxes 

and tapes 

She starts 
packing and 

getting ready 
to move 

to a new city  

Day 1

As the 
day ends, 

she goes to 
sleep

She wakes 
up thinking 

she has a 
lot to do

She 
continue 
packing

She go out 
and rents 

a truck 
to relocate

She drives 
back 
home

She loads 
all the  
boxes

She goes 
to sleep

She wakes up 
and is 

almost ready to 
start 

her journey

She �nishes 
loading 
things 

in the truck

She starts her 
journey 

and drives 
to New York

She took a 
break at 
the gas 
station

She arrives 
at 

new house 
at New York

She starts 
unloading 

her 
belongings 

from the truck

She carries
 boxes
 inside 

the house

She starts 
arranging 

the furniture 
and 

home decor

She unpacks 
some 
boxes 

She 
goes 

to sleep 

She wake up 
and goes 
around to 

look for 
some 

groceries

She 
continues 
unpacking 
the  boxes

She 
returns 

truck 

She takes a 
Uber 
home 

and she 
is almost set 

with a new house

Day 2 Day 3

During relocation process After relocated to the new city

Day 1 Day 2

I am feeling 
excited to start 
a new journey
 of my life

I have so 
much stu� 
to pack and
take with me

I am tired 
of packing

Boxes are 
so heavy

Excited about 
leaving to the 
new place, home

Feeling very 
tired, but I have 
to drive all the 
way alone

I love 
this city! 

Too much 
heavy lifting

I would
 like to 
design 
my room 

I can’t 
�nd my 
sleepwear, 
how can I
sleep?

I enjoy 
exploring 
new 
places.

I can’t 
arrange so 
many 
sundries.

`

Finally, I 
can take
rest. 

USER JOURNEY SCENARIO
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Jessica 
books 
helper 

on Core 

She buys
 boxes 

and tapes 

Day 1

As the 
day ends, 

she goes to 
sleep

She wakes 
up thinking 

she has a 
lot to do

Core Helper 
arrives and 
they greet 

each 
other by starting 

the 
conversation 

Core helper starts  
helping her
 pack her 

belongings and 
they have 

a �uent 
conversation

Core 
helper did his work 

for the day and 
left, She

 took a short break.

Core helper 
arrives 

with a rented 
truck 

and say hi to 
each other

They load
 boxes

 together 

Core helper 
left, 

she goes to 
sleep 

She wakes 
up and 

ready to 
start 

her new 
journey

She drives 
to New 

York

She took a break 
at the gas 

station, and book 
another 

helper on Core 
for the 

new place

She arrives
 at 

new house 
at New York

She started 
unloading 

some 
necessities

She goes 
to sleep

She 
wakes up

Core 
helper arrives,

 and 
they greet 
each other

They unload 
belongings 

together

Core helper 
left and 

helped her 
returns 

her truck 

She 
arrange 

furnitures 

Day 2

During relocation process After relocated to the new city

Day 1 Day 2

Making sure s
omeone will 
help me with 
relocation makes 
me feel released

I am worried
 if the packing 
going to take
 a long time

Excited about 
leaving to the 
new place, home

Feeling very 
tired, but I have 
to drive all the 
way alone

I love 
this city! 

I would
 like to 
design 
my room 

I enjoy 
exploring 
new 
places.

`

She goes 
to sleep

She wake up 
and 

starts 
unpack

Core helper 
arrives and 
say hi 

They �nish 
work, and 
become 
friends. 

They �nish 
work, and 
become 
friends. 

Core Helper 
shows her 
around the 
neighborhood 

Jessica is 
ready for
 her new 
life

She gives a 
�ve star for 
the Core helper

She join 
Cores as
a helper 
and decides
to give help to other, too. 

Day 3

It’s so nice 
to have a
 companion

Packing �nished!

Such a long 
day driving.

I can like to
 design 
my room, 

Finally, I
 can take
 a rest. 

It’s great to have a 
local friend 
and help you get 
familiar with 
the new city. 

The feeling that I am
 able to help 
someone is amazing

Jessica’s user journey after using Core
We gained a better understanding of the customer’s insights . Analyzed the 
value we bring to our users and de�ned the components of the social net-
work..

USER JOURNEY SCENARIO
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FINAL APP SCREENS
We updated the App design based on the feedback of our target users.
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FINAL  APP SCREENS

Helper’s list page
We added a new page which will generate as soon as the relocators enters his priorities 

Landing page
We simplified the landing page 
So that, the users can better understand why they are on this page for 
the relocators can know what exactly they want to get help for
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Sending a help request to the helper
We reorganized the process by giving the relocator to see the profile and ratings for the 
helper and look at the options they are providing help for and reward they want. 
And based on their interest they can send the request.

Notification page
Once they receive notification in their inboxes they can start the conversation and 
much more. 
 

FINAL  APP SCREENS
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Become a helper
A�er user testing, we gave our users priority and options to choose their interest 
for what and when they can help in the community for the relocators.

FINAL  APP SCREENS
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FINAL  APP SCREENS
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FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND 
IMPLICATIONS
We analyzed all our expenses and revenue generation straems and projected 
our income statement for the next two years. We then also dra�ed our balance 
sheet and cash flow statement. We then calculated our break-even and return 
of Investment. A�er analyzing all this, we pitched an investment with a return 
on equity. 
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Income Statement & Balance Sheet
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Cash Flow Statement
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